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See you [Eigo de icchatta!]

Ah, why was this stupid Kazama always making jokes on everything Hasejun did? It
wasn't like Hasejun was trying really hard to keep up with everyone on being popular
nor did he even make comments on Kazama. But that guy just couldn't stop teasing
him, leaving everybody laugh at Hasejun. So it probably was Kazama's fault that
Hasegawa didn't have many friends, though he was really close with the ones he had.
Strangely he was even very close to Kazama. But this time this guy had gone way too
far, telling jokes about Hasejun's mom as he was talking about the cake his mother
had bought for his birthday party at home.
Furiously he'd walked out the small izakaya where they'd just been drinking on
Hasejun's birthday with the rest of 4TOPS and Jimmy-kun.

As Hasejun hurried along the dimly lit street with his eyes already watering, he felt a
hand grabbing his upper arm and he was turned around, seeing Kazama panting.
“What?”, Hasegawa asked in anger, looking at Kazama with a furious expression in his
face.
“I... I'm sorry... I didn't mean it...”, Kazama mumbled, obviously searching for the right
words.
“Then STOP telling your stupid jokes on me all the time! It's your fault that...”,
Hasegawa wanted to hit him with all the bad stuff he was thinking about Kazama, but
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was cut off by Kazama's shaking lips on his. First there was confusion, then fury again
but eventually he just let Kazama do. As always.
As Kazama pulled back again, he was looking to the ground, not able to face Hasejun.
“I'm... sorry I'm always so mean... but... I'm jealous... I don't want people to look at you
all the time... I don't want them to be too close to you... though it's different with
Yamapi, Toma and Jimmy, I guess... and I... just want...ed you to be mine. I'm sorry I
caused you so much trouble. Anyways... happy belated birthday.”
Having said that, Kazama let go of Hasejun's arm and turned around, leaving a totally
stunned Hasejun behind.
“A... wh... wait a second, Kazama!”, Hasejun said, now searching for the right words
himself.
Kazama stopped, but didn't face his friend.
“Do you really think it's okay now? You REALLY caused a lot of trouble to me...
Starting with the lots of friends I didn't have to the public laughter about me... and...
the nights we've spent talking on lots of stupid stuff and... your chocolate on White
Day... and...”
Hasegawa would have gone on talking like that for probably hours if Kazama hadn't
heard the upcoming tears in Hasejun's voice and if he hadn't turned around to grab
Jun's arm for a second time, pulling him into a dark backstreet and pushing him
against the wall. They looked into each other's eyes for a couple of seconds, but then
Kazama's lips crashed on Hasegawa's, starting a passionate kiss. Hasegawa's arms
were released after a couple of seconds and automatically hugged Kazama around his
neck and pulled him closer, one of his hands caressing Kazama's hair claimingly.

As they parted again, desperately gasping for air, Hasegawa smiled and said: “I guess
from now on there's lots of time for you to make up to me, right?”
“I hope so...”, Kazama replied, grinned and pressed his heart against Jun's, for a third
time starting a passionate and demanding, but still so soft kiss.
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